TRAFFIC SIGNAL "A" INTERSECTION LAYOUT

NOTES
1. 500 Mvolt HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LUMINARE -- SEE SPECIAL PROVISIONS.
2. PEDESTRIAN INDICATIONS SHALL BE 3" X 5".
3. ALL HANDHOLES SHALL BE PVC TUBE WITH METAL FRAMES & COVERS.
4. PEDESTRIAN PHASING SHOULDER 3" X 3" X 3" CAST IRON BOX.
5. POLE MOUNTED INDICATIONS SHALL HAVE EXTENDED BREATHEING.
6. AND/OR FINISH -- DENTISTS FLUSH AND INSTALL.
7. RAS -- DENTISTS REMOVE AND SALVAGE.
8. DENTISTS ITEMS FROM INPLACE TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEM NOT USED IN NEW SYSTEM, FDR SPECIAL PROVISIONS.
9. THE WORK FOR THIS REVISION INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, REPLACING VEHICLE SIGNAL FACER MAST AND ARM SIGNS, FINISH DENTISTS SYSTEM,grounds LIGHTS, FINISH DENTISTS FILTERS, FINISH DENTISTS SIGNAL, ELECTRICAL CABLES AND CONDUCTORS, FINISH DENTISTS WORKING AND GROUNDING MATERIALS, ETC.
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